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ABSTRACT: The world is passing through very turbulent times. The global scenario and crises continue to manifest newer and grave dangers almost every week. The Similarities to the Period just before the second world war Continue to be cited and it seems clear that events are escalating towards the futuristic and horrific third world war. The need of the time is development of Societal peace. Moreover spirituality is yet to be fully acknowledged as a valuable element in efforts towards peace.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every week now seems to see new provocations between Donald Trump and Kim Jong-Un. But what do they actually mean? The tensions have led to increasingly fraught exchanges, military drills and missile tests – each of which has led to more threats from both countries. In recent weeks, Mr. Trump has called for "fire and fury like the world has never seen" to be unleashed on North Korea, and has presided over military drills that have enraged the North Koreans. For their part, they have claimed Mr. Trump has declared war on the country and that it could now shoot down US military planes.

But is the world really on the brink of a Third World War? Experts say probably not, while pointing out that it is easy to see how we might get there.

Whatever is the reason? Whether there may be or may not happen any future world war are the secondary questions. What is the immediate question to answer is what Could be the consequences of the very war if it would happen. Nine countries in the world possess a total of 14,900 nuclear weapons. The United States and Russia account for 93 percent of them. Since their peak in the mid-1980’s, global arsenals have shrunk by over two-thirds. More countries have given up weapons and programs in the past 30 years than have tried to acquire them. The direction is positive, but you are fleeing a forest fire it is not just direction but speed that matters. Ploughshares Fund is committed to reducing nuclear threats before it is too late.

Every sort of effort is needed to prevent the futuristic world war otherwise it would be too late. The perpetrators of world peace are requested to divert there ways of conflicting resolution. Instead of using force to suppress other nations, use of diplomacy, dialogue and wisdom should be made as tools. The peace which is spiritual and intangible not tangible and physical one. Otherwise the consequence may be grave and unbearable.
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